Big Cat Rescue not only provides the best care possible to our nearly 100 residents, but also lends a helping hand to organizations in need across the country as well as globally. Our most recent projects include; assisting with the design and development of a big cat sanctuary in Spain, funding enclosure construction for displaced jaguars in Belize, and working with the government of Mexico to provide housing for big cats that are no longer permitted to be used in circus acts. Thanks to our wonderful supporters we are able to provide guidance and funds that will directly benefit big cats world wide.

MEXICO BANS BIG CATS IN CIRCUSES AND AGREES TO BUILD A SANCTUARY

On April 21st in Mexico City, Mexico, Carole Baskin, CEO of Big Cat Rescue, Antonio Franyuti, Founder of Animal Heroes, and Lourdes Lopes, Federal Deputy for the Green Party PVEM, entered into a Declaration that they would work together to find and build sanctuaries to care for the big cats who have been relieved from performing thanks to a ban on their exploitation. The contract was signed following a two-hour presentation to the media and members of Mexico’s congress. The commonly referred to Circus Ban, even though it extends far past just circus abuse, prohibits the use of wild animals in public performances. We hope that the government will also include the rampant cub photo schemes that litter tourist areas.
Mexican law to prohibit cruelty to domestic animals passed. His most recent work with regards to banning the use of wild animals in circus and performing acts was supported by the masses, but brought down upon him and his family a rain of threats from the circus owners. Despite their attacks he bravely moved forward and along with the Green Party championed the bill through Congress.

Also on the panel were Carlos Puentes who is a Federal Senator of the Republic of Mexico and thought to be a favorite for the position of Governor in the next elections and Antonio Franyuti the vegan leader of Animal Heroes. Antonio and his small band of 30 animal advocates made a huge impact on thousands of wild animals when they employed the power of the social influence. In a calculated and well thought out strategy, they contacted celebrities and asked them to personally call members of Congress to ask for their support of the Circus Ban.

Carole Baskin shared more than 20 years of knowledge with the panel and media through the use of photos, videos, and protocols in her presentation. From building the facilities, to providing humane and adequate care for the big cats, to utilizing local and international volunteers and interns to staff a big cat sanctuary.

The presentation was enthusiastically accepted and the decision was made to move forward with the construction and development of a new big cat sanctuary in Chiapas, Mexico. Chiapas is a great location based on Panthera’s Jaguar project in the region and the potential for international visitors and volunteers who wish to experience the wild jungles of Mexico.

Mexican authorities agreed to share information with the global rescue community in order to make the transition from lives of deprivation and abuse to sanctuaries as smooth as possible. The Congress has extended the time for enforcing the ban until October, so that the sanctuary can be started and arrangements can be made for placement of as many big cats as the circus owners are willing to hand over. In addition laws will be put in place to penalize owners for killing their animals to spite the government.

Following the conference Omar was asked by Jesus and Carlos to oversee the building of the new sanctuary. Omar and Vanessa will see to it the funds are used to build large enclosures of 1500 square feet per cat, with a 2.5 acre vacation area to be shared with 20 cats who will be rotated through individually or in family groups.

Big Cat Rescue has pledged to assist with the design and implementation of the sanctuary to ensure the safety of the facility for the cats, the keepers, the visitors, and the surrounding area. We will gladly provide training to the keepers hired to staff the sanctuary as well as promote their volunteer opportunities to our own volunteers and interns. We are sure our volunteer veterinarians would also be happy to provide aid to newly rescued big cats as well as spay and neuter them to ensure that these are the last of their line to be born in cages.

Mexico has joined an ever growing number of countries to ban the use of wild animals in circuses. We hope that the US will soon follow.

BCR PROVIDES TRAINING TO HEAD BIG CAT KEEPER AT PRIMADOMUS IN SPAIN

Nearly 2 years ago Big Cat Rescue was recruited to offer our expertise and guidance in the development of a rescue center in Spain that will be broadening their focus from primates to now include big cats.

AAP Primadomus is located on more than 400 acres in Villena and currently houses a variety of primates that have been rescued from private ownership, circuses, and laboratories. They are now expanding their focus to also rescue countless lions and tigers that are in need across their country.

In an effort to prepare for this project nearly a dozen experts were invited to a symposium that focused on sharing information regarding the proper care of big cats in captivity, emergency protocol development, and enclosure design.

Big Cat Rescue President Jamie Veronica and volunteer veterinarian

Vanessa Fernandez Thomas and her adoring husband, Omar Gallegos, had been instrumental in bringing this day to fruition. After spending many months petitioning Congress, and creating and posting more than 200 enormous billboards across the country, that exposed the cruelty inherent in making wild animals perform, Mexico passed one of its most forward thinking laws to protect wild animals. The new law made it illegal to use wild animals in circus acts or in any kind of performance. The law was set to become enforceable in July 2015.

Those who have made money from abusing lions and tigers did everything they could to prevent this day. They boasted to the media that they would kill the animals if they were no longer permitted to use them for profit. In turn the media pointed blame at the Mexican government for causing the animals to be threatened. More than five hundred angry circus carnie surrounded the building to try and prevent Mexico's Congress from being able to go inside to vote for the bill. In contrast 80% of the citizens polled were in favor of the law.

The purpose of the day’s press conference was to show that the public supports the law, the international community is prepared to help with the placement of the wild animals, to announce the Green Party’s commitment to build sanctuaries for the animals, and to amend the law to prohibit the owners from killing their animals just to spite the authorities.

Sitting on the panel, before 6 television cameras and approximately 30 interested parties, including Vanessa and Omar, and reporters was Jesus Sesma Suarez, the Deputy of the Green Party in DF. Jesus had been a long time voice for the animals and was a key player in getting the first
Justin Boorstein traveled to Spain and joined experts from Italy, South Africa, France, Austria, the Netherlands and all across the United Kingdom.

Over the course of three days the team worked tirelessly to provide as much information as possible to the members of not only AAP Primadomus, but its origin center Stitching AAP.

Stitching AAP is a rescue center for apes, monkeys and small exotic animals in the Netherlands that was founded more than 35 years ago.

Big Cat Rescue has continued to work with AAP remotely throughout the development process. Using skype we have poured over floor plans to give our recommendations on the design and materials used for the big cat enclosures.

Earlier this year we invited Primadomus’ head of the big cat department, Olga Bellon, to stay with us for a few weeks and get a crash course on everything involved with the day-to-day care of the big cats. Olga was trained in every aspect of the sanctuary operations including cleaning enclosures, feeding, enrichment, operant training, and veterinary procedures. We provided Olga with digital copies of every training class we offer as well as all of our documentation and protocols for the care of big cats. Since her return to Spain we have stayed in touch and continue to offer support as they near their first big cat rescue this summer.

We are so pleased to provide assistance to organizations that are saving big cats across the globe!

DISPLACED JAGUARS FIND REFUGE IN BELIZE

In October of last year Big Cat Rescue President Jamie Veronica and volunteer veterinarian Justin Boorstein travelled to Belize for a two part mission.

The first part was to provide free spay/neuter and routine vet care services to a rural community near San Ignacio. Dr. Boorstein joined a team of veterinarians, brought together by Clara Lee Arnold and the Hopkins Belize Humane Society, who spent the day examining dogs and cats, providing flea and parasite prevention, as well as performing minor surgeries. Nearly 40 animals were spayed and neutered throughout the day.

The second part was to visit the Belize Zoo to discuss their Jaguar Rehabilitation Program and the possibility of Big Cat Rescue becoming involved.

The zoo should really be called a sanctuary. (A point we discussed with the staff there considering the shift in public opinion towards zoos in recent years.) All of the resident animals were native to the country and had been rescued either from being kept illegally as pets or after having been injured in the wild. The enclosures were also very much like that of a sanctuary in that they were very large and provided so much foliage cover that the animals could stay hidden from the public if they so preferred. It was clear that the enclosures were designed with the comfort and needs of the animals first and the expectations of the public second.

The region has a very healthy population of Jaguars with the network of protected park lands connected via the Jaguar Corridor initiated by Panthera Founder Alan Rabinowitz.

Occasionally older or injured jags will venture away from these protected areas in search of easier prey. Unfortunately this prey is in the form of livestock which is the lively hood of the farmers.

In the past these nuisance jaguars would have been shot and killed at first site. This is what prompted the Belize Zoo’s Jaguar Rehabilitation Program. This program provides a permanent home in captivity to these problem jaguars. Because the wild jaguar population is so dense, experts have advised us that there is nowhere left to release these nuisance cats.

After having discussed all of the options, weighing the pros and cons, with Panthera’s Jaguar Program Executive Director Dr. Howard Quigley, Big Cat Rescue has decided to help fund the construction of additional enclosures to expand the zoo’s rescue efforts. The new enclosures will house the two newest rescued jaguars, Lady Hill and Mistletoe.

It was surprising to see how well the jaguars currently living at the zoo had adapted. They were healthy and seemed happy and content. Their spacious natural enclosures were not on exhibit, but rather in a secluded area of the zoo. Each jaguar has a large enclosure with thick foliage and swimming pond. In preparation for their visit Jamie and Justin gathered a collection of big cat appropriate toys to donate to the resident jaguars in honor of Big Cat Rescue’s staff, volunteers, and interns.

The construction of the new enclosures is underway and Jamie has provided support along the way with advice on how to build enclosures and swimming ponds on a budget which will save the zoo thousands of dollars.

Photos: Green Party, Carole Baskin, Animal Heroes, and Vanessa Fernandez Thomas, signing of the Declaration, Cameron the lion, Alex the tiger, big cat compound at Primadomus, construction of the big cat compound, Olga Bellon, Lauren Buckingham, Bethann Bluder, and Dr. Boorstein moving Reise the cougar, Dr. Boorstein at spay/neuter day in Belize, Lucky Boy rescued from abandoned tourist attraction in Belize, Rocky playing with a toy donated by BCR.
If you love lions and tigers and elephants, please show you care by making a pledge to not attend circuses with wild animal acts.

The circus makes big cats and elephants do unnatural tricks like jumping through rings of fire or balancing on balls. We believe the animals perform because they are afraid of the circus trainers, who use painful bull hooks, electric prods and whips. Tigers and lions should not live in tiny circus cages with barely any room to move. And elephants should not be tied up with ropes and chains so short they can’t even walk.

Big Cat Rescue would like to see ONE MILLION kids and adults pledge to be CIRCUS FREE! We promise to make sure the politicians in Washington know that all of us who LOVE wild animals want the circus to stop exploiting them! Big cats and elephants belong in the wild...not in circus cages and wagons.

You can make the Circus Free pledge when you visit Big Cat Rescue or by going online to:  

NoCircusKids.com

Please make the pledge today and tell your friends!

---

**ROARING THANKS TO OUR AUTOMATIC SUSTAINING DONORS!**

Supporters who make their donations by monthly, quarterly or annual automatic donations from their bank account, credit card or PayPal become members of our Sustaining Donor Society. For donors, this method of contributing has two advantages. First, it saves the time it takes to write checks or go online repeatedly to donate. Second, it conveniently spreads the donations out across the year for those who choose the monthly option.

For the sanctuary, these donations are particularly helpful because it allows us to better plan our cash flow.

If you love lions and tigers and elephants, please show you care by making a pledge to not attend circuses with wild animal acts.

---

**7,300 PEOPLE HAVE MADE THE PLEDGE. HAVE YOU? PLEDGE TO BE CIRCUS FREE!**

---

**ON BEHALF OF THE CATS, THANK YOU!**

This list is maintained manually, so if you make regular automatic donations and are not listed, please accept our apologies and email Finance@bigcatrescue.org so we can correct the list.

---

**TAMING THANKS TO OUR AUTOMATIC SUSTAINING DONORS!**

---

**THEY ARE SENTIENT CREATURES NOT PUPPETS.**

---

**THE 17 PEOPLE WHO MADE THE PLEDGE TO BE CIRCUS FREE AND SUPPORT YOUR MISSION!**

---

**THE 425 PEOPLE WHO MADE THE PLEDGE TO BE CIRCUS FREE AND SUPPORT YOUR MISSION!**

---

**THE 1,700 PEOPLE WHO MADE THE PLEDGE TO BE CIRCUS FREE AND SUPPORT YOUR MISSION!**

---

**THE 7,300 PEOPLE WHO MADE THE PLEDGE TO BE CIRCUS FREE AND SUPPORT YOUR MISSION!**
**GIFT SHOP PURCHASES DIRECTLY BENEFIT THE BIG CATS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Embroidered Baseball Cap White BCR Logo</td>
<td>$22.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCR Supporter Bracelet</td>
<td>$3.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carabiner Key Ring - Choose Gold, Black or Blue</td>
<td>$5.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal-opoly Themed Monopoly Game</td>
<td>$28.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crazy Cat Lady Board Game</td>
<td>$26.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panthera Tigris V-neck S, M, L, XL</td>
<td>$24.40 XXL $26.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roaring Motors Lion Tee S, M, L, XL</td>
<td>$24.40 XXL $26.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King of Beards Tee Blue or Brown S, M, L, XL</td>
<td>$24.40 XXL $26.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhinestone Fitted Cut, Stretchy Tiger, Snow Leopard or Leopard S, M, L, XL</td>
<td>$24.40 XXL $26.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhinestone Tank Snow S, M, L, XL</td>
<td>$24.40 XXL $22.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidel Cap Embroidered with BCR &amp; Running Cat Black or Khaki</td>
<td>$20.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embroidered Baseball Cap White BCR Logo</td>
<td>$22.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leopard Clicky Pen Rotating message w/each click</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck Pillow - Choose Tiger or Lion</td>
<td>$13.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck Pillow 12&quot; Dream Eyes Tiger $15.48 Snow Leopard 7&quot; $10.56 11&quot; $15.91 14&quot; Lioness &amp; Cub $35.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCR Photo Collage License Plate Frame features 18 resident big and little cats of Big Cat Rescue standard size and four holes make easy installation. $15.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCR Magnet Gold or Silver</td>
<td>$8.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carabiner Key Ring Choose Gold, Black or Blue $5.21 each</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engraved Wood BCR Pocket Knife $11.70 Lighter $7.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Cats Photo 15 oz Mug</td>
<td>$15.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collapsible Tiger Purse Hook - Keep your purse off the floor hang from table.</td>
<td>$29.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCR Tumbler 16 oz</td>
<td>$17.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Socks Women 6-11 &amp; Men 5-10 $9.49 ea. Choose White Lion w/BCR Logo, Black Tiger w/ BCR Logo, Lion March, or Shorty Tiger made of recycled materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collapsible Tiger Purse Hook - Keep your purse off the floor hang from table.</td>
<td>$29.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCR Tumbler 16 oz</td>
<td>$17.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Socks Women 6-11 &amp; Men 5-10 $9.49 ea. Choose White Lion w/BCR Logo, Black Tiger w/ BCR Logo, Lion March, or Shorty Tiger made of recycled materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ORDER ON PAGE 10 OR PURCHASE ONLINE AT BIGCATRESCUE.BIZ**
**SPECIES SPOTLIGHT: LEOPARDS - PANTHERA PARDUS**

**Size and Appearance:** The leopard is the smallest member of the 4 “great cats” and most closely resembles its cousin the jaguar. Leopards vary in length from 3-6 ft with a tail length of 22-43 inches, and stand 17-30 inches high at the shoulder. Males weigh between 80-150 pounds and females between 60-100 pounds. This spotted cat has short powerful limbs, heavy torso, thick neck, and long tail. Its short sleek coat varies greatly from pale straw and gray buff to bright, deep ochre and chestnut, and sometimes black (found mostly in wetter, dense forests). Large black spots are grouped into rosettes on the shoulders, upper arms, back, flanks and haunches, smaller scattered spots appear on the lower limbs, head, throat and chest, and the belly has large black blotches.

**Interesting Facts:** The leopard is capable of running just under 40 miles per hour for brief periods. It can leap more than 20 feet horizontally, and 10 feet vertically. It is also a very adept swimmer. This cat, in its melanistic color phase, is often mistakenly referred to as a black panther.

**Habitat:** The leopard can adapt to almost any type of habitat that provides it with sufficient food and cover, which excludes only the interior of large deserts.

**Distribution:** Throughout Africa, from the Arabian Peninsula through Asia to Manchuria and Korea.

**Reproduction and Offspring:** Leopards are capable of breeding at 2-3 years of age, and produce 1-3 cubs after a 90-100 day gestation. The cubs become independent between 13-18 months. Siblings may remain together for several months after leaving the mother before separating. In captivity, leopards have lived over 20 years, as compared to 10-11 in the wild.

**Social System and Communication:** Leopards are solitary cats, and use the same methods as the other cats for defining their territory: scent marking, feces, and scratch marks. It has a variety of vocalizations including grunting, growling, hissing and meowing. One of their most recognized sounds is their distance call which sounds something like someone sawing wood.

**Hunting and Diet:** Leopards are very opportunistic animals and have an extremely flexible diet. Their main diet consists of over 30 different species including: medium sized antelopes (reedbuck, impala, Tommy’s gazelles) and the young of larger species (topi, hartebeest, wildebeest, zebra) as the primary food sources, with hares, birds and small carnivores rounding out the list. In order to keep other animals from stealing their food they will drag their kills high up into the tree tops so they can eat at leisure.

**Principal Threats:** This species has been (and is still) illegally hunted throughout its range for sport, and for its fur.

**Meet Sabre:** Sabre, a male black leopard, was 3 years old when he arrived at Big Cat Rescue in 1995 twenty years ago. Though he was only supposed to be housed here temporarily, his former owner moved and left no forwarding address. Sabre is very playful and fun loving and always has a mischievous look on his face. If it weren’t for the his fur being peppered in gray you would never guess he was such an old guy. You can help us provide a wonderful life for Sabre by sponsoring him. See page 8 for info and page 10 to order.

**MORE LEOPARDS ARE KILLED EACH YEAR THAN ANY OTHER BIG CAT**

While leopards are also threatened from loss of habitat and conflict with people, the demand for their skins is one of the main causes of their decline and has landed them on the “near threatened” list by the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List of Threatened Species. Once you’re on that list, it's hard to get off it.

Panthera’s Furs for Life Leopard Project is providing a simple and sustainable solution that protects leopards but also supports local culture. Collaborating with digital designers, Panthera has created a high-quality and realistic fake leopard skin to replace the real skins worn at ceremonies. More than 5,000 fake leopard capes have already been donated in southern Africa, and Panthera’s new partnership with the Peace Parks Foundation and Cartier will enable the distribution of at least another 13,000 more.

Panthera has launched the #IFAKEIT movement with Shania Twain to raise awareness about the plight of these beautiful animals on a global scale; to send a thanks to those willing to help fake it for leopards; and to help stop the demand for leopard skins around the world.

**THIS IS HOW YOU CAN HELP**

Just post a photo wearing leopard print with the hashtag #IFAKEIT to join the movement. Help Panthera reach their first goal of 18,000 unique hashtags to accompany each cape, as a thank you to the communities willing to fake it for leopards.

Want to do more? Donate to Panthera! Thirty dollars can create one fake leopard skin cape and help save a leopard.

Your Tweets, Instagram photos and Facebook posts will drive a global conversation about protecting these beautiful cats, and encourage a new generation of leopard champions to join us in the fight to save their spots.

**MORE INFO:** ifakeit.org
SAD FAREWELL TO FURRY FRIENDS

Taking care of 88 exotic animals is a roller coaster ride of emotions as we try to provide the best possible life for them and yet deal with the gut wrenching decisions of life and death. Of our 89 animals, 71 of them are over the age of 12, which is about as long as they live in zoos or in the wild. An amazing 62 are over the age of 15 (90+ in human years). Even more incredible, 24 are 20 years or older. It is with heavy hearts we must say goodbye to these beautiful cats who have touched our hearts forever.

ALEXANDER 1994 - 2015

Alexander had a playful spirit. He was an outgoing and fun loving bobcat who would act silly to get a chuckle out of his keepers. His mate Windsong was the founding bobcat of Big Cat Rescue. The two were inseparable. Alexander brought out the curiosity in Windsong and because of his influence she became more comfortable around those who cared for her daily. Windsong has long ago passed and now Alexander has joined her. A cancerous mass in his throat had partially blocked his airway and was not in a location in which it could be removed.

CHEROKEE 1994 - 2015

Cherokee was 21 years old. She came to Big Cat Rescue from an exotic animal auction when she was just 6 weeks old. Even at this young age Cherokee was completely wild. She remained such for most of her life. She hid in her den and slunk through the brush to get from one place to another. As she got older she allowed a few keepers to get close. At their presence she would emerge from her den with her wide eyed gaze looking for treats or enrichment. Cherokee had been in kidney failure for quite some time and had finally decided she had enough. When she stopped eating the sad but humane decision to euthanize was made.

CYBIL 1996 - 2015

Cybil was the typical serval - hissy and spitty. She did not like people very much and preferred her privacy. To make her feel more comfortable her enclosure was set off the tour path. Cybil loved one thing in this world more than all else...food. At feeding time she would race around her enclosure frantically awaiting her meal. When her food was placed in her bowl she would give her keepers a hearty hiss and growl before chowing down. Her way of saying “thank you” perhaps. When Cybil suddenly became disinterested in food she was examined only to discover she was in the final stages of kidney disease.

NICO 1993 - 2015

Nico was born into the pet trade. Her story had made its way to Big Cat Rescue from time to time. She was a wild spitfire who bounced from home to home. It seems that the smaller the wild cat the more fierce. It makes sense considering they have to defend themselves from so much more in the wild. Finally Nico found her way to her permanent home at the sanctuary. She arrived in a cardboard box that was bound shut with rolls of tape. Apparently she was not easy to capture and when she was her previous owners wanted to make sure she could not escape. When Nico first arrive we were told she was a male. Upon further examination it was discovered that “he” was a “she”. Nico was once one of the most feared cats at Big Cat Rescue. Her wild and unanticipated tendencies kept her keepers on their toes. It was sad to see Nico lose that fierceness little by little. She grew older and grayer. Spending most of her day napping on the highest platform of her jungle gym. Pancreatic cancer claimed Nico at the age of 22.

RENO 1997 - 2015

Reno was retired to Big Cat Rescue from the circus. He had been forced to perform for many years riding in the back of a horse drawn chariot. When his act was cancelled Reno found himself unemployed. Fortunately for him his owner did the right thing and retired him to a sanctuary instead of selling him to a road side zoo or canned hunt. Reno finally had the chance to live life on his own terms lounging in the soft grass and climbing high up in his trees in search of enrichment. Even after Reno was retired he remained quite the star. He was featured on CNN’s Anderson Cooper Report, Geraldo At Large, Animal Planet, and many other news stories that seek to expose the magnitude of the illegal exotic animal trade around the world. Reno fell ill suddenly. He was rushed to the University of Gainesville for a full work up where he was found to be in liver failure.

Serengeti 1997 - 2015

Serengeti and her sister Kalahari became unwanted pets after their owners divorced. Even people with the best intentions are not usually prepared for the life time commitment involved in owning an exotic cat. Serengeti was the opposite of her outgoing sister. She was reserved and shy. Sadly she was euthanized after discovering that her liver was full of cancerous tumors that could not be removed due to their entanglement with the blood supply, organs and surrounding tissue. Two weeks after her passing Kalahari was also found to have a large mass. Hers was in her reproductive tract which was removed, hopefully giving her a few more years.

Sierra 1997 - 2015

Sierra was rescued along with her mates Andi and Rocky. The bobcat trio were bred for display at the Tennessee National Zoo, however, they were too shy and would hide from the public. They grew up in a holding facility at the zoo. Years later when Big Cat Rescue stepped up to rescue Nikita the lioness the zoo asked if we would take the bobcat trio as well. Rocky was the leader of the group and after his passing several years later Seirra and Andi fought for the dominant role. Their fighting was relentless and so the two were separated permanently. They seemed to prefer the new living situation and remained neighbors. Sadly, Sierra recently lost her battle with renal failure.

Simba and his sister Nyla came to Big Cat Rescue when they were quite young. The two had been the result of breeding for profit. When Nyla was discovered to be cross-eyed both her and Simba became unwanted due to their poor genes. Simba and Nyla lived together until they were mature and then they were separated to prevent them from breeding. Over the years Simba was neutered and Nyla was later spayed. The two lived next door to one another for most of their lives. However it was not until near the very end they seemed to miss one another’s company. They would sleep as close as they could to one another with two enclosure walls separating them. Keepers took notice and a careful reintroduction was made. It was as if no time had passed at all since the two were last together. Nyla immediately began to bathe Simba and he called to her with his signature mew. The two stayed side by side in their short time together. Sadly weeks after their introduction Nyla passed away. Simba was devastated and alone again. He turned his attention back to his favorite people and carried on for nearly a year. During this time his arthritis and bad knee joints worsened. Medications helped for a while, but Simba’s mobility continued to worsen and he seemed to be frustrated with his abilities. The decision to end his suffering was made.
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$25 BIG CAT BUDDY – KIDS
Coloring pages featuring wild cats and 1 Kids Tour Pass.

$25 BIG CAT SUPPORTER
10% off purchases at the Trading Post shop, and 1 Day Tour Passes.

$50 BIG CAT FRIEND
10% off purchases at the Trading Post gift shop, and 2 Day Tour Passes, 30 big cat mailing labels, Donor name and gift amount listed in the Big Cat Times.

$100 BIG CAT PROTECTOR
10% off purchases at the Trading Post gift shop, 2 Day Tour Passes, 60 big cat mailing labels, Donor name and gift amount listed in the Big Cat Times.

$500 BIG CAT WARRIOR
Conservator Benefits above plus: 4’x4’ Ceramic plaque with big cat photo and donor name displayed at the sanctuary, 6x12” Engraved plaque on the tour name with donor name displayed for one year.

$1,000 BIG CAT HERO
Conservator Benefits above plus: 6x6” Ceramic plaque with big cat photo and donor name displayed at the sanctuary, 9x12” Engraved plaque on the tour name with donor name displayed for one year, and Private Tour for up to 10 people.

$2,500 BIG CAT CHAMPION
Conservator Benefits above plus: 8x8” Ceramic plaque with big cat photo and donor name displayed at the sanctuary, 12x12” color photo on tour path with cat photo and donor name displayed for one year, and Private Founder Tour for up to 10 people.

$5,000 KING OF BEASTS
Conservator Benefits above plus: 12”x12” Ceramic plaque with big cat photo and donor name displayed at the sanctuary, 18x24” Sign with big cat photo and donor name displayed on the tour path for one year, Private Founder Tour for up to 10 people.

BIG CAT SPONSORSHIP
All kits include the following appreciation gifts: 4-page color fact sheet about the species, Big Cat Rescue logo window decal, Registration Card to select the cat of your choice, 8x10 color photo of the cat you choose to sponsor with the cat name and as sponsor print on it. The sponsor levels include these additional benefits and donor recognition:

$25 BIG CAT BUDDY – KIDS
Coloring pages featuring wild cats and 1 Kids Tour Pass.

$25 BIG CAT SUPPORTER
10% off purchases at the Trading Post gift shop.

$50 BIG CAT FRIEND
10% off purchases at the Trading Post gift shop, 2 Day Tour Passes, 30 big cat mailing labels, Donor name and gift amount listed in the Big Cat Times.

$100 BIG CAT PROTECTOR
10% off purchases at the Trading Post gift shop, 2 Day Tour Passes, 60 big cat mailing labels, Donor name and gift amount listed in the Big Cat Times.

$500 BIG CAT WARRIOR
Conservator Benefits above plus: 4’x4’ Ceramic plaque with big cat photo and donor name displayed at the sanctuary, 6x12” Engraved plaque on the tour name with donor name displayed for one year.

$1,000 BIG CAT HERO
Conservator Benefits above plus: 6x6” Ceramic plaque with big cat photo and donor name displayed at the sanctuary, 9x12” Engraved plaque on the tour name with donor name displayed for one year, and Private Tour for up to 10 people.

$2,500 BIG CAT CHAMPION
Conservator Benefits above plus: 8x8” Ceramic plaque with big cat photo and donor name displayed at the sanctuary, 12x12” color photo on tour path with cat photo and donor name displayed for one year, and Private Founder Tour for up to 10 people.

$5,000 KING OF BEASTS
Conservator Benefits above plus: 12”x12” Ceramic plaque with big cat photo and donor name displayed at the sanctuary, 18x24” Sign with big cat photo and donor name displayed on the tour path for one year, Private Founder Tour for up to 10 people.
SECOND ANNUAL GIVE DAY TAMPA BAY
IS ANOTHER HUGE SUCCESS FOR BIG CAT RESCUE

The second annual Give Day Tampa Bay fundraising event was held on May 5. Presented by the Community Foundation of Tampa Bay, Give Day Tampa Bay is a region-wide day of giving. Non-profits have the opportunity to win a number of huge cash prizes throughout the 24-hour event. This year more than 550 non-profits participated and more than $1.7 million was raised.

We are so excited to share with you that Big Cat Rescue was No.1 for both MOST INDIVIDUAL DONATIONS and MOST DOLLARS RAISED! We are so grateful and thankful to everyone who supported Big Cat Rescue with your generous donations! We raised more than $340,000 for the cats!! We truly have the BEST SUPPORTERS IN THE WORLD!

In addition to the much-appreciated donations, Big Cat Rescue won 4 cash prizes totaling $30,000:

- $12,500 -- Large non-profit with most dollars raised
- $10,000 -- Non-profit with the single largest donation
- $5,000 -- Non-profit in the animals category with most dollars raised
- $2,500 -- Non-profit in the animals category with the most individual donations

VOLUNTEERS AWARDED FOR OUTSTANDING DEDICATION

Congratulations to the following Big Cat Rescuers who have been recognized for their outstanding commitment to the mission of Big Cat Rescue. In honor of this service they were each presented with an award called the S.A.V.E. and allotted $500 to spend on their favorite feline friends.

S.A.V.E stands for Scratch’s Award for Volunteer Excellence. Named for an outstanding cougar, Scratch, whose lifespan reached 30 years, the SAVE Award is presented to one outstanding volunteer or intern each month.

We are so excited to present this award to Deidra Ritchie. Deidra is always willing to jump right in and help out in any way. She is a dedicated and hard working volunteer.

Big Cat Rescue is so lucky to have outstanding volunteers and interns who give not only their time to help the big cats, but also go above and beyond the call of duty!

Do you want to help the big cats and make new friends? Big Cat Rescue is always looking for volunteers. Keepers clean enclosures, feed the animals, and landscape. Partners work in the gift shop and guide tours of the sanctuary. Check us out online to get all the de-tails!

BigCatRescue.org/volunteer

KIDS FOR KATS

On February 26th Miami Palmetto Senior High School’s Interact Club held their annual talent show titled Panthers Got Talent. We were so honored to learn that Leemay Chen, the club’s Director for Foreign Affairs, chose Big Cat Rescue as the event’s beneficiary. The show exceeded expectations, raising $3,150.00! A Big Cat thank you to school principal Dr. Allison Harley, club sponsors Rotary International and Mr. John de la Cruz, and to the students of Miami Palmetto Senior High.

We are fur-ever grateful to the local Cool Cats of Corbett Prep for their generous donation of $1,346.50, which they raised in an Economics class fundraiser. These students have sponsored our cats for many years and we are always impressed by their compassion and big cat knowledge.

Last, but definitely not least, a big cat shout-out to Broadmeadow Elementary School in Needham Massachusetts. Their fifth graders raised money for charities by participating in a read-a-thon and donated $2,271.04 in support of our work to create a home for wild cats. On behalf of the cats, thank you!

TIGERS 4 TIGERS AWARENESS MARATHON

Tigers for Tigers is a national coalition that represents students of schools with tiger mascots. There are 56 United States university tiger mascots – that’s 450,000 students being represented! The organization formed at Clemson University in South Carolina in April 2013 and has since grown to include schools all across the nation.

Carole Baskin spoke at this event alongside the late, great, Ron Tilson. Big Cat Rescue’s Legislative Intern, J.J. represented Big Cat Rescue at the Clemson Chapter in South Carolina 5K Run for the Tiger on Saturday April 11th. It’s an annual event they have for Big Cat welfare and awareness. Big Cat Rescue provided free tees for the winners. Photo above is for another marathon run by RIT Tigers4Tigers.
FEATURED GIFT ITEM
$19.05 Black and orange tote with Big Cat Rescue logo. Zipper closure and large pouch pocket on the outside. 13” H X 18” W X 5” D.

BILLING ADDRESS
Name __________________________________________
________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
________________________________________
City __________________________ St ______ Zip ________
________________________________________
Day Time Phone __________________________
________________________________________
Evening Phone __________________________
________________________________________
Email _________________________________________

RECIPIENT ADDRESS (different than Billing)
Name __________________________________________
________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
________________________________________
City __________________________ St ______ Zip ________
________________________________________
Day Time Phone __________________________
________________________________________
Evening Phone __________________________
________________________________________
Email _________________________________________

* NOTE: Fill out blue shaded box at bottom of form

I want to join the automatic giving program, charge my card each month $_____

Yes, I would like priority shipping for an additional charge of $3.00 $_____

☐ Yes, I would like a receipt for tax purposes

Grand Total $_____

METHOD OF PAYMENT

☐ Check ☐ Money Order ☐ American Express ☐ Discover

☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard CCV #_________

Credit Card Number __________________________

Exp. Date MMYY __________ Signature __________

This is a gift, please make card TO: __________________________ FROM: __________________________

Brief message to say: ______________________________________________________________________

AUTOMATIC GIVING PROGRAM - JOIN THE SUSTAINING DONOR SOCIETY
Big Cat Rescue makes it easy and convenient to donate monthly with no worry. You can do this either by credit card or by direct debit to a checking account for as little as $5/month. For credit card donations, just fill in the highlighted line on the order form above and provide your credit card information. For checking account direct debit email finance@bigcatrescue.org, or leave a message for Howard at 813-920-4130. This is a G-R-R-eat way to spread out your donations and provide steady support that is so meaningful for the cats.

Special Comment, Request, or Question:

* Personalizations (How you want your name to appear):

TOURING TIMES & PROGRAMS
Reservations Required For All Tours
www.zerve.com/bigcatrescue
(888) 316-5875
Closed Thursdays, Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day
Tours may be cancelled due to inclement weather
Current pricing available online

KIDS TOUR
Tour Times: Saturday & Sunday 12 PM
Children of all ages and their parents can learn about the big cats on this guided tour of the sanctuary. This tour is given on a child's educational level. Tour is 1 hr. Children must be accompanied by an adult.

DAY TOUR
Tour Times: Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri 3 PM
Sat & Sun 10 AM & 3 PM
Guided tour of the sanctuary. Learn about the big cats and the threats they face both in the wild as well as in captivity. Hear their personal stories of how they were rescued. Tour is 1.5 hrs. No children under 10 years of age.

FEEDING TOUR
Tour Times: Wed, Fri, Sat 9 AM
Follow a keeper as they feed the big cats. Observe the big cats eating and learn about their nutritional needs in captivity. Tour is 1 hr. No children under 10 years of age.

BIG CAT KEEPER TOUR
Tour Times: Sat & Sun 10 AM
This tour takes you behind the scenes. Enjoy making enrichment (treats and food puzzles) for the big cats and watch as the keepers hand out the enrichment you made. You will also observe operant training sessions with the big cats. Tour is 2 hrs. No children under 10 years of age.

WILD EYES AT NIGHT TOUR
Tour Times: Last Friday of the month Night Tours are the best way to see the animals come alive! As you journey through the sanctuary you will be stalked and pounced at from the shadows! This is an adventure that’s sure to please! Tour is 1 hr. No children under 10 years of age.

Also offered - WEDDINGS, PARTIES, EDUCATIONAL OUTREACHES AND FIELD TRIPS, VOLUNTEER & INTERN PROGRAMS AND GIFT CERTIFICATES

Prices and availability for all tours are subject to change. Visit us online for the most current tour information.
LION AND BOBCAT HAVE SIMILAR SURGERIES BACK TO BACK

Cameron is a 14 year old male lion who was rescued in 2004 from a run down roadside zoo in New Hampshire. He lives with his best friend Zabu, the white tiger. He has been neutered and she has been spayed so the two can spend their lives together with out the possibility of producing cubs.

Cameron’s keepers noticed a small wound on his shoulder. It appeared to be a puncture wound, most likely from Zabu. Occasionally the two get rough when they are playing and will leave a mark when they scratch or bite one another.

Typically when these small war wounds appear the keepers will distract him or Zabu with food treats while the veterinarian flushes out the wound. Then a course of antibiotics follow and after a couple of weeks the evidence disappears. However this time the wound remained which was cause for concern.

The vet team made a plan to sedate Cameron in order to more closely inspect the sore. Thanks to our wonderful donors Cameron’s trip to the hospital was a quick one. He was lured into his feeding lock out, darted, and then transported to our fully stocked on-site Windsong Memorial Hospital.

Dr. Boorstein and Dr. Wynn got a closer look at the wound and determined it was actually a small mass. Dr. Boorstein removed the mass while Dr. Wynn drew blood, took vitals, and examined the rest of Cameron. The mass was sent to the lab for testing and it turned out to be a basal cell carcinoma. This type of cancer is usually only located in one area and when good margins are taken it will most likely not return.

Cameron’s surgery was successful and he was returned to his enclosure hours later. Because of his sutures he and Zabu had to remain separated for a couple of weeks. He was not happy about the situation and pined for her at their adjoined wall. Zabu on the other hand took full advantage of her no-boys-allowed vacation! In the end, she too began to miss Cameron. Their reunion was full of chuffs and rubs.

Just two weeks prior a small mass was discovered on Angelica, a 19 year old female bobcat. Angelica was rescued in 2000 when her owner went into foreclosure and could no longer afford to care for her.

The dark black circle about the size of a quarter was removed and tested. The result was a subcutaneous melanoma. The lab warned that this type of cancer is most likely a secondary location. Two weeks later when her sutures were removed the vet team looked over her entire body very carefully, but no other masses were found.

Angelica was returned to her enclosure and is doing fine. Her keepers are aware of her condition and will monitor her closely for a reoccurrence.

SMALL CAT VACATION ENCLOSURE UNDER WAY!

By the time you read this, or worst case very shortly after, our work on the Small Cat Vacation Rotation Enclosure should be underway. We had been waiting for new caging rules that are under review by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to determine if we needed to roof the cage. But we have decided to design it with a roof and proceed.

We have now completed the design, including how cats will be transferred, via tunnels, to and from their vacation. We have a few more landscaping issues to deal with that involve moving trees and then will begin. How long it will take will depend on the weather and some of the more difficult elements of design that include varying roof heights to incorporate some of the terrain.

We are very excited about giving our smaller cats the enrichment value of experiencing this much larger and different enclosure. If they enjoy it even half as much as the big cats have enjoyed theirs it will be a huge success.

Our sincere thanks to the many donors who supported this project and particularly to the major donors whose recognition sign is already in place where the new enclosure will be.
WHEN IS THE NEXT BIG RESCUE?

In just the last few years there have been 16 big cat facilities that have gone under where they had from 10 to 60 big cats at the time. We know that it will cost us about $10,000.00 per big cat, per year to care for them until they die of old age. In most cases people are trying to get rid of last year’s cubs that they cannot use any more.

By 2003 we had to turn away 312 big cats for lack of room and funding. Every other year that number was doubling. We knew that if we couldn’t take them in they would almost always end up in miserable conditions. It’s heartbreaking to turn a cat away. It makes all the hard work of caring for a big cat seems pointless when the bad guys are increasing the number of suffering cats faster than we can raise money to save them.

One law saved more big cats than all sanctuaries combined. The Captive Wildlife Safety Act made it illegal to sell a big cat, across state lines, as a pet in 2003. The following year, instead of turning away what we expected to be 500-600 big cats, we “only” had to turn away 110. By 2011 that number dropped to 15 as 10 more states have banned the private possession of big cats.

The number one reason for unwanted big cats is that they are used as pay to play props by con artists who assure the public that the cats have been bred to save the species from extinction. None of these back yard breeders are involved in any real conservation efforts and there are no release programs for big cats. Cubs are bred, used and then discarded as yearlings to well meaning rescuers who love being able to help a big cat. These same “rescuers” often post pictures of themselves petting the big cats, silently saying to the world, “Do as I say, and not as I do.”

Just this week we have offered to help take in or place animals from seven exotic owners who were given their last warning in Ohio. Just last month we offered to help place 27 white tigers, owned by Hawthorn Circus.

In that case I spoke with his tiger manager who said they currently spend about a quarter of a million dollars a year just on food and vet care for the cats, which is about what it would cost us. The owner was made rich off these tigers and can afford to provide for them until they die of old age.

He had tried to dump them in Ohio, right before Ohio passed their ban. The jury is still out on whether or not he will set up a trust fund for their care and let them come to Big Cat Rescue or some other good sanctuary.

Of the 62 cats who were abandoned in 2014, we took 9 and offered to take 16 more but there was one issue that kept us from taking those 16 cats; the owners refused to sign an agreement that they wouldn’t just go right back out and buy another one. We aren’t ending the problem if we just allow irresponsible people to dump last year’s baby on us, so they can go out and buy or breed more.

There is a Solution and YOU can be a part of it!

The answer is to end the practice of keeping big cats captive and we have been championing a bill before congress during the last two sessions. We hope to have it reintroduced soon and will be asking you to help us take it across the finish line this year. It will ban the private possession of big cats. Owners can keep the cats they have, but cannot buy or breed more. Once this passes, 99% of the abuse will end, because cubs won’t be bred for pay to play sessions and then discarded. Once we have ended the problem at its root we can take on more animals without the need for the contracts because the owners won’t be allowed to continue buying and breeding.

Sign up for our email alerts so you will be notified the second we have introduced the bill, and make the Circus Free pledge at NoCircusKids.com.